




D log is a modern business operating in the eld of national and international transport and logistics. 

We provide solutions for sea, land and air shipments, customs operations, bonded and tax warehouse 
management, as well as logistics management of goods for third parties using our own warehouses 
and those of our partners.

Having ofces at the port of Naples and maintaining collaborative relations with all the main Italian 
ports, D log is able to organize and create connections to and from everywhere in the world.

Our aim is to offer top transport solutions, a high-quality customized service with JIT delivery due to our 
fast dispatch of customs and logistics operations.

Optimization of the whole corporate supply chain is our goal, obtained by avoiding bottlenecks and 
providing highly efcient logistical and managerial solutions.





SHIPMENT BY AIR
D log collaborates with operators and airlines of 
primary importance, offering transport services to 
and from any destination in the world. We can 
hand le  you r  sh ipmen t s ,  whethe r  by  a i r 
consolidation services or through direct ights, we 
supply whatever our customers need. D log can 
also offer combined sea-air solutions, so that 
customers can enjoy the full benets of shipping 
both more economically by sea and more speedily 
by air.

SHIPMENT BY SEA
D log offers sea shipment services from all Italian 
ports to all major ports worldwide, placing at your 
disposal dry van (box), high cube, open top, at 
rack, wide body, reefer and bulk containers 
(conventional cargo, FCL, LCL). Our network of 
partners and colleagues at destination ports 
combined with our long-lasting relationships with 
leading ship owners means we can negotiate 
freight rates and detention & demurrage charges 
that work in our customers' favour.

SHIPMENT BY LAND AND EXCEPTIONAL 
TRANSPORT 
D log operates in the eld of shipments and 
transport by land using high-class specialist 
suppliers in this sector.
Every day we move huge quantities of cargo all 
over Europe: standard, groupage, ADR, bulk, ATP 
and silos; we offer vast know-how in transports of 
exceptional shape and weight. 
We can provide multimodal solutions by train with 
all the advantages in terms of environmental 
impact and transport costs.

PORT AND BONDED WAREHOUSES AND 
LOGISTICS 
D log runs an efcient logistics department, fully 
equipped to store cargo before its nal delivery. 
Our covered and open-air warehouses are able 
to accommodate different categories of cargo: 
palletized, bulk, dry foods and hazardous.
We offer our customers container storage space in 
buildings near the entry ports (Naples, Salerno, 
Civitavecchia, Gaeta, Ravenna, Savona, Genoa, 
Manfredonia, Barletta).
The D log logistics division manages bonded and 
tax warehouses located in the ports of Genoa 
Voltri, Salerno, Gaeta, Civitavecchia and Naples.



PROJECT AND OVERSIZE
D log has broad knowledge of the logistical 
management of large-scale projects, such as 
oversize and overweight cargo. We can offer 
exceptional door-to-door transport with direct 
supervision of loading and unloading 
ope ra t ion s .  Acco rd ing  to  cus tome r 
requirements and after carrying out a 
preliminary feasibility study, we can set up 
solutions with FOB or full vessel service.
D log supports its customers in all aspects of 
transport: route surveys, the creation of ad hoc 
packing and crates, lashing and processing, 
customs procedures and risk evaluation and 
cover.

CUSTOMS SECTION
Our dedicated customs department offers fast, 
efcient and professional service in the 
handling of customs matters and associated 
operations by means of an EDI computerized 
system, which can immediately obtain all 
necessary documents for the import /export of 
freight.

CUSTOMS SERVICES  

Export:
 - Final and Temporary Exports;
 - Exports for Manufacturing Purposes;
 - Triangulation Exports;
 - Exports with Inward and Outward Processing Arrangements;
 - Exports of goods transiting within the European Union;
 - Exports connected with HGV Movement;
 - Exports of Materials intended for stores and equipment on board Ships;
 - Exports of Products subject to the Return or Refund Rights. 

Import:
 - Final and Temporary Imports;
 - Imports for Manufacturing Purposes;
 - Imports with Inward Processing Arrangements;
 - Imports bringing freight into Bonded Warehouse;
 - Imports bringing freight into VAT Tax Warehouse;
 - Re-importing following Temporarily Exported Goods;
 - Re-importing EU Return goods duty free;
 - Re-shipment of foreign goods in transit.





WORLD WIDE NETWORK
Thanks to our vast network of 
worldwide contacts, D log is the 
ideal partner when you wish to 
internationalize your company 
through door-to-door services 
from one continent to another.

RISK ASSESSMENT AND COVERAGE
D log uses primary insurance companies in order to assess 
the risks in any individual logistical action such as: 
transport, storage, handling and processing, offering the 
best solution in terms of risk management.





MISSION
To supply reliable and competent 
logistical solutions, which will enable 
global transport in any form to go 
anywhere in the world.  

We can supply complete and reliable 
solutions, supporting you through the 
development strategies of your 
business and placing all our know-how 
at your disposal.

TEAM
D log's driving force is in its people, its 
individuals, their character, their ability 
to work as a team when faced by 
problems, achieving set targets to the 
satisfaction of both our customers and 
our staff.



PASSION
D log's true nature is found in the 
passion of all the people who work 
there. The skills of the people working at 
D log, together with their wish to do well, 
form the driving force that creates value 
for the whole team.

ETHICS
Ethics is one of D log's keystones; since 
its inception, we have shared principles 
of honesty, transparency, integrity, 
loyalty and condentiality with the 
people coming into contact with us. 
Genuine wealth is created when all the 
stakeholders are happy, be they 
employees, customers, environment, or 
the local communities that have 
welcomed us.

RENEWAL
D log looks to the future, its gaze xed 
on evolution and innovation in a spirit 
of purpose and adaptation, with 
ideas and exibility contributed by 
everyone.

SKILLS
D log has built its success on skills 
acquired over time and based on a 
thirst for knowledge that is part of our 
daily lives. We aim to reach optimal 
results through a system of honing the 
skills available to the company and 
meeting staff requirements for training, 
security and the health and safety of 
their workplace.

VALUES



Operating Ofce

Registered Ofce

Terminal Granili - Via Reggia di Portici 67
80146 Napoli
+39 081 - 7520835
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